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What is the MLI?
• As part of BEPS project, the OECD has proposed 

significant changes to the global tax rules, including to 
double tax agreements.

• The Multilateral instrument (“MLI”) is a legal instrument to 
implement these changes 

• Some changes are “minimum standard” (i.e. required), 
others are “best practice” (i.e. some level of optionality).

• MLI will begin to be effective for some double tax 
agreements from 1 January 2019. 

• Both treaty partners have to ratify the MLI for it to become 
effective.

• US is very unlikely to sign the MLI. However, most US tax 
treaties already have a “LOB” provision.
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Timeline for adoption of the MLI

Regional tax update

September 2014
Report on feasibility of a MLI 

published

February 2015
G20 endorsed mandate to 
establish ad-hoc group and 

develop MLI 

November 2015
Substantive work to develop 

MLI commenced

31 December 2016
Opening for signature

November 2016
Adoption of MLI text

September 2016
Agreement reached on main 

text of MLI

7 June 2017
First signing ceremony

Entry into force of the 
Convention

(3 months after its 
ratification by 5 
jurisdictions*)

1 January 2019/20
Earliest possible date for its 
entry into effect for a specific 

tax treaty*
*see Article 35

RATIFICATION / ADOPTION

RATIFICATION

*As of 21 December 2018, 17 
jurisdictions have ratified the MLI. 
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Impact of MLI for Irish lessors

• The MLI will introduce a new preamble and 
principal purposes test (“PPT”) into Ireland’s 
double tax treaties.

• MLI is likely to take effect for Irish double tax 
treaties from 1 January 2020 (assuming other 
country has also ratified). 

• Impact on lease negotiations  / Risk Allocation 

• Impact on “intermediary structures” – see 
subsequent slides

• The PPT test is highly subjective.  Different 
countries could take different approaches.

• Emphasis on commercial purpose – focus on 
structure and substance. 

Regional tax update
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Principle Purpose Test (“PPT”) and Preamble
PPT:
“A benefit under the Covered Tax Agreement shall not be granted in respect of an item of income or capital if 
it is reasonable to conclude having regard to all relevant facts and circumstances, that obtaining that benefit 
was one of the principal purposes of any arrangement or transaction that resulted directly or indirectly in that 
benefit, unless it is established that granting that benefit in these circumstances would be in accordance with 
the object and purpose of the relevant provisions of the Covered Tax Agreement.”

Preamble:
“Intending to eliminate double taxation with respect to the taxes covered by this agreement without creating 
opportunities for non-taxation or reduced taxation through tax evasion or avoidance (including through treaty-
shopping arrangements aimed at obtaining reliefs provided in this agreement for the indirect benefit of 
residents of third jurisdictions)”
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Impact of MLI: Intermediary Structures
Jurisdiction Effective Date Notes 
Japan 
(Source)

o Japan has ratified MLI. Will take effect from 1 January 2019 where the treaty
counter-party has also ratified.

o Some airlines seeking to restructure

o Ongoing lobbying for new Ireland/Japan DTA.

Norway
(Intermediary)

TBC (1 January 2020 at earliest)

Hong Kong
(Intermediary) TBC (likely 1 January 2020) 

UK
(Intermediary)

1 January 2019

US
(Intermediary)

Did not sign MLI, will seek to 
renegotiate treaties bilaterally.

Jurisdiction Effective Date Notes 
Indonesia 
(Source)

- o France has ratified MLI. Will take effect from 1 January 2019 where the treaty
counter-party has also ratified.

o No firm indication of when/if Indonesia will ratify the MLI.

o Possible Singapore/Indonesia DTA. Indonesia/Ireland DTA still some time off.

France
(Intermediary)

TBC (1 January 2020 at earliest)

US
(Intermediary)

Did not sign MLI, will seek to 
renegotiate treaties bilaterally.
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Impact of MLI: Intermediary Structures
Jurisdiction Other comments Notes 

Argentina  
(Source)

o Sweden has ratified the MLI. Will take effect from 1 January 2019
where the treaty counter-party has also ratified.

o Argentina has not ratified as of yet.Sweden
(Intermediary) TBC (1 January 2020 at earliest). 

Jurisdiction Other comments Notes 

Greece 
(Source)

o Greece did not deposit instrument with OECD prior to 31 December
2018

o New Guidance on Ireland/Greece DTA issued by Greek tax
authorities.

o Potential to lease directly from Ireland.
o Seek to restructure existing “intermediary” leases?

UK
(Intermediary)

TBC (1 January 2020 at earliest) 

Cyprus
(Intermediary) TBC (1 January 2020 at earliest) 

Jurisdiction Other comments Notes 
Australia 
(Source)

o UK, France and Australia have ratified the MLI.
o Interaction with Australian anti-avoidance to be confirmed.
o Initial feedback suggests that MLI could impact LILO structures into

Australia.
o The US/Australia treaty contains a detailed LOB clause at present.

France 
(Intermediary) 1 January 2019

UK
(Intermediary) 1 January 2019

US
(Intermediary)

Did not sign MLI, will seek to renegotiate 
treaties bilaterally.
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Sri Lanka
• Domestic WHT exemption extended

Malaysia
• New “Substance” Requirements for Labuan entities
• New rules on the tax deduction for head lease rentals

Poland
• New WHT regime and “beneficial ownership” rules 

Portugal 
• Extension of existing Portuguese domestic tax exemption

India
• Questions surrounding lessor “substance” from airlines
• Application of GAAR and beneficial ownership rules

Beneficial Ownership/ MLI
• Beneficial Ownership Considerations (e.g. India, China  and 

significantly in Russia and Korea)
• Early signs of the MLI in lease negotiations

New HK Leasing Regime  
• Initial deals have been signed 
• HK has a smaller DTA network (when compared to Ireland). 

Better treaty with Japan and 5% WHT with China.

Isle of Man/ Bermuda/ Cayman/ Jersey/ Guernsey
• New substance requirements have been introduced following 

discussions with the EU.

Kazakhstan
• Request for beneficial ownership statement

Questionnaires
• More requests for “New Lessors” to complete questionnaires
• Impact on existing lease provisions

Leasing	analysis Practical	considerations
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The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular 
individual or entity. Although we endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such 
information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on such 
information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.


